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Presidential Foreword
What an amazing year it has been, I have been privileged to have led such an exciting
and interesting group of people, who have created such a memorable year for myself and
everyone who got involved in it. I would like to thank my committee for all of their hard
work in running the club, and improving it in as many ways as possible. I would like to
give special thanks to Paul for organising all the weekends, Emma for the weekly socials,
and Lydia for organising the summer trip.
This journal is a record of some of the events that happened this year, from the people
who experienced them, and will hopefully serve to give inspiration to future club members, and a bit of a reference point for anyone who wants to do similar activities in the future. I will now briefly run through some of the things that we did this year which are included in this journal.
The year started with freshers’ week where
Paul, Lydia, Emma and myself froze our respective private parts by dressing up as
cave people trying to encourage the new
generation of caving to our stall.

With these new freshers’ in tow, and inducted into our ways from freshers trips down
Prid, we shipped everyone off for the annual freshers’ weekend in Mendips. This year
it coincided with Halloween, so there were
some awesome outfits being knocked out,
also there were attempts to kill off our local
diabetic (me) in bagel and doughnut roulette, and much partying on the Belfry table,
and of course some awesome Mendip caving.

In November came one of the most
awesome weekends of the year,
CHECC, where we won multiple
competitions and ended up with the
title of Ultimate Caving Club, an accolade bestowed upon the club
which wins the most competitions of
the meet up.
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First term was rounded up with another trip to
the Belfry for the legendary Christmas weekend.
This is always a great opportunity to see everyone off before the Christmas break, and was enjoyed with a secret santa, pass the Plym, and
some interesting rooftop acrobatics.

Second term led us a bit further
abroad going up to the peak districts
to use up some of our free nights at
TSG that we won at CHECC, and do
some different cavegs, and participate
in the renowned sock wrestling.

A few members also disregarded deadlines and
headed to South Wales for South CHECC, a
meeting of Southern University Caving Clubs
which was organised by our own Lucy Greenwood. It was enjoyed by all who went there, with
new contacts in other clubs made. (Publishable
photo unfindable)

We also went to South Wales with the
ExSocers who enjoyed their first taste
of underground exploration in the confines of Ogof Fynnon Du, and they
took us for a nice walk in the hills surrounding the hut.

Running into Easter, and we had another memorable Easter trip, where an Easter egg hunt
had some very interesting results, most of which
I will allow you to read about in someone else’s
account of the weekend.

Finishing off in third term, with the
stress of exams, a few interesting socials were created to encourage people to take a break and leave the library. This included jelly wrestling,
and our annual caving regatta from
the quay to double locks.
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Finally, the year was rounded up in a spectacular manner with a two week trip to Slovenia and Croatia, where activities included caving, paddling rafts through caves,
taking a train underground, paragliding,
white water kayaking, rock climbing, white
water rafting, canyoning and many memorable antics to be treasured forever.

On top of all of this we ran both SRT and leadership training sessions, to ensure that
skills are transferred to our future cavers, as well as making a new welly rack of the tackle shed, and buying two new SRT kits, and a lot of new helmets and lights. All in all, it
has been an amazing and positive year, and I hope that the next year will put this year to
shame in terms of what is achieved within the club.

Facts abut your new President (Paul Brown)


His hair is strokeable



Paul hates the gays



We thought Paul was gay until it turned out he had slept with a woman once.



Paul likes to cross dress.



He also likes to get naked in caves.



Fat Paul Fat Paul, Swimming in the Ocean, Causing a Commotion, ‘cause he is
obese. Fat Paul Fat Paul, Swimming in the Ocean, Pretty Big and Pretty White,
He’d Squash a Polar Bear in a Fight. Like an underwater blob of lard, his hair
makes him look like retard, he’s from Essex but he’s not hard, he’s gonna come and
eat all ye. Fat Paul, he is Fat Paul, Fat Paul, just don’t let him eat your balls. Fat
Paul, he is Fat Paul, Fat Paul, consumer of the shish kebab! (sung to the tune of
the Narwhals song)



He wakes up every morning by listening to ‘Mr Sandman’.



He’s named after his mum. We’re not joking.



He may look mature, but he’s actually only 13.



He’s a ‘gbf’ to three very attractive bioscience ladies, who have all tried to sleep with
him and failed.



His car is called Jolene. It’s quite dirty inside her.



Ellen fancies him.,



When he is in a good mood, he is known as AdoraPaul. When he is in a bad mood,
he is DespicaPaul.
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President’s Welcome
Good day! For those of you who don’t know me I’m Paul Brown, the president for EUSS
over this coming year (2013-2014). First off a little about myself before you read the slanderous lies about me later on in this journal; I’m from the London Borough of Redbridge
(not Essex), I’m 20 years old as of August, I now live in Yelverton – West Devon (Just
above Plymouth), I’m not Jewish, nor am I homophobic, I occasionally like to parade
around in fancy dress items, I’m currently studying for a BSc in Biological and Medicinal
Science and am in my final year
I found Caving at the freshers fair in my first year. An ex-member ambushed me in the
middle of the hall and I found myself signing up to join the Speleology society. I put my
name down for the freshers trip to Prid for the following Wednesday. Prid opened my
eyes to what was beneath our feet, the immense fun and the strong moral support between everyone to accomplish the same challenges left me craving for more caving. After
the first weekend trip away for the year and the great time I had getting to know the
friendly members of the caving club I decided I wanted to be part of this club throughout
my university degree. As so it has brought me here, as the next president. I hope I can
continue with the incredible work Jenks did over the past year, pushing the club forward
and leaving a legacy for years to come. I also hope that our new members - who may
happen to read this after their first caving experience down prid in the car on the way to
the pub -stay with us for their university careers, explore the delights and experience the
challenges under our feet, enjoy themselves as much as I have and ultimately feel comfortable and welcome within the Exeter University Speleolgy Society community.

Paul Brown, EUSS President
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Caving, a Beginners Guide
A few general points about caving for those that are new to our world to ensure everyone
has a good time and we preserve the caves for future generations.
Cave Formations – Don’t touch them!
It is important not to touch cave formations whether they look delicate or not, you may be
harming them in ways you are unaware of. Some areas will be taped off in order to protect formations but try not to touch ones that aren’t taped off if avoidable.
Caving Kit – Keep it safe! Sign it out!
Caving can be quite an expensive sport as the equipment used costs a lot of money and
it is needed for your safety. Any kit borrowed from the club for weekends is your responsibility to take care of, don’t damage or lose it! We use bin bags on weekend away to keep
each persons kit in which makes it easy to muddle up peoples kit. To avoid this, it is recommended that you get a hold of a Sainsbury's bag for life or sports direct bag and put
your name on it. Before kit is returned to the shed it should be washed if needed, this can
be done with the hose at the shed.
Caving Hut – Keep it tidy!
On weekends we cook and eat together, be mindful to do your share of cooking and
washing up. We find the huts in a tidy condition when we arrive and that’s how we like to
leave them so we all pitch in at the end to tidy up the hut a bit.
Try not to worry to much at the mention of “hut”. When I first heard the term caving hut I
had visions of a little wooden shack in the middle of nowhere. While they generally are in
the middle of nowhere (not too far from a pub) they are not as bad as I expected. The
sleeping arrangements consist of a dorm room with bunk beds (think back to your scout/
guide days). There is a fully fitted kitchen with hobs, oven, pots and pans including plates
and cutlery. There are showers (can’t promise hot water if you’re the last one in though)
and a wash room to clean yourselves and all your muddy caving kit.
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A Typical Weekend Caving
As a club, we aim to organise weekend trips every other weekend. Most of the time we
end up in Wales or the Mendips but more about that later. Below is a few points about
what to bring and how the weekend goes.
What To Bring:
For Caving:

For the rest of the weekend:





Sleeping bag!



Snacks



Towel



Money, just in case and for the pub



Change of clothes and underwear.



Toothbrush, hairbrush… and so on

4 x AA Batteries for the Helmets (8 if
they’re a bit rubbish)



Many socks!



Your own wellies if you have them



Warm, thick, long sleeved clothes (two
pairs if you want to start off dry both
days. not jeans!)



Rubber gloves if you want.



Hair bands for long hair.



Oversuit, belt, helmet and light.

We leave for a weekend on Friday evening and aim to get back on Sunday evening. Typically we use personal cars or hire cars if we have to. Since several cars go, if some people finish lectures later then they can go in a car leaving later. No one gets left behind and
it’s quite flexible.
Everyone meets at the tackle shed on campus to collect kit before piling into cars and
setting off for the weekend. We stop at Sainsbury’s on the way out of Exeter so people
can buy and snacks and drinks they may want for the weekend.
We start dinner when we arrive and get settled in, we might have a few drinks and socialise and people retire to the bunk room as and when they like. There is no strict wake up
time, first ones up start cooking breakfast and everyone else soon follows. We split into
smaller groups to go caving generally leaving at around 12.
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Freshers Impressions of Prid
"I think the caving society was the joint best and worst decision of my freshers year. The
people, the exercise and the heavy drinking were all on the upswing of a soggy, tiring
and hungover downswing. Prid lulled me into a false sense of security with all it's cavernous squeezes and general non-lethality so off I trotted to Swildon's hole. Don't get me
wrong, I'd do it again, but at one point my fingers were so cold I couldn't feel them being
crushed between the rung of a rope ladder and the stone of the waterfall I was climbing
down. None of that sentence sounds fun, but it's all worth it once you've run off to find a
non-caver and watched their face as you describe what an inverted rift is. As for GB I
have only one thing to say. You should not be able to have vertigo and be deeper underground than you have ever been at the same time. It's just not fair."
See you next year
Milo

My first ever ‘proper’ caving experience was, like almost all freshers, in good-ol’-muddyas-hell Prid. I was suitably impressed by the big open entrance and a bit flummoxed
when told the entrance was a crawl under an ordinary piece of jutting out rock. Obediently I crawled through and followed the path onwards, completing all the ‘features’ we
found on the way (I can’t at all remember the order so I shall just describe some of my
favourites). Junction squeeze is pretty much as it sounds: it’s a squeeze to get though,
and whatever you do, don’t sneeze whilst you squeeze.
After battling and eventually conquering it after what seemed like 10 minutes I stood back
and watched in slightly embarrassed amazement as Paulo flashed through in 34 seconds. Fran’s turn to show off came when we climbed/wedged ourselves up cole chute
which she did like a pro (wish I could say the same for me) despite her broken and bandaged arm. Then we conquered the one legged prostitute where you get a leg up and
have to wedge yourself in her entrance *cough* then heave yourself through and out the
other side. The turnaround point of the trip is a lake but first you wiggle (never underestimate the importance of The Wiggle Technique when it comes to caving) through maggots hole in order to reach the ledge from where you can throw yourself gleefully into the
beautiful blue cold lake.
On the way back came the claustrophobia test of Tim’s Tunnel. I had never thought of
myself as claustrophobic but it was really strange crawling/sliding/pushing/wedging/
wiggling/pulling my way through the muddiest darkest gap I had probably ever tried.
When we arrived in the last chamber and close to the exit, Jenks announced I had to find
my way out from there, no help to be provided whatsoever. Now I’m awful, as in really
awful, at finding my way around above ground, so stick me in a cave where muddy rocks
look pretty much EXACTLY the same as each other, and you have a recipe for staying
underground forever and ever. After a few failed attempts and a sneaky side chat with
Fran who was at least vaguely aware of where the exit was, I managed to crawl my way
to fresh air.
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As someone who loves the outdoors, I couldn’t help but think as I surfaced back into daylight and washed my kit in the river (definitely one of the highlights of a Prid trip!) that caving was tonnes of fun (the mud, the challenge, the water, the people) if only there was a
bit of light down there…
Written by Jo Maimaris

Jenks and Big Mike starkers in Prid Lake
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Freshers Weekend
My Very First Caving Experience – An OCD Fresher’s Report
Dear diary,
(Or to be unnecessarily specific...)
Dire deary,
I have always dreamt about caving... ever since watching the film, ‘The Descent,’ I have
longed to be one of the spindly, grey mutant golemns living beneath the surface of the
Earth, feeding off the intrepid and unsuspecting humans as they venture hundreds of metres below ground within their respective caving clubs. However, these romantic visions
have been since been well and truly scuppered after having dealt with the likes of the
EUSS (which presumably stands for the Extended Update and Support Service) alongside the Exeter University Speleology Society on my first caving weekend trip away to the
countryside (oh wait! They’re the same thing... what a catchy and efficient acronym!). I
can’t remember exactly where we went! I was drunk most of the time. All I remember is
that things got downright dirty! Not dirty in the way that any of the freshers had hoped...
but filthy in the most unhygienic sense of the word! What a complete rip off! Somehow
the caving club incest chart ended up being the cleanest thing there! And given what I’m
about to tell you, you’ll start to see why; for the sake of humanity’s gene pool, let’s hope
no changes occur on that chart. So anyway, if I were a spindly, grey mutant golemn living
a hundred foot or so beneath the Earth’s surface (‘if’ and ‘were’ being the two least necessary words in that sentence); then I would be absolutely terrified of catching some horrid disease off pretty much all of these cavers.
Given my ongoing struggle with ‘Obsessive Compulsive Disorder’, I was well expecting to
have a few hygienic difficulties with regards to my caving comrades; however, nothing
could have prepared me for what was to shortly lie ahead. All any of my fellow cavers
seemed to have any interest in doing was to party constantly and drink the entire weekend... showering as little as possible in the grimy little cabin and throwing up almost the
whole time down the same solitary filthy bog located in the messy shower blocks... Nobody seemed to even spare a thought about the exciting sedimentary rock formations
that were there to be explored... Nobody wanted to chat to me about the dripping stalactites or the narrow, intricate cave passages. Instead ... I was being subjected to some of
the least hygienic living conditions on the planet; in other words, I was constantly washing
my hands. In the end we pretty much ran out of hand soap and I soon discovered that
just like in the relevant Danny Boyle film ‘127 hours,’ it was far more convenient for me to
chop both my hands off in the end (Spoiler Alert film fans!).
But despite now having no hands (which has made this report extremely difficult to type
up), I still managed to have an absolutely fantastic time. Who would have guessed that at
the of heart of the mundane English countryside in the Southwest; that there was literally
an underground resistance movement taking place, aimed directly towards fighting the
savage middle-class boredom that lay in the agricultural wastelands above, a subterranean wonder-world which was promising action, fun and adventure. In Swildons, we
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weren’t driving tractors around, shovelling manure or contemplating the prospect of dogging (with the exception of me of course); we were ducking behind waterfalls, sliding our
way down slippery rock slides, traversing long unsafe looking rope-ladders and laughing
at the thought of Jack Osbourne breaking down in tears at the sight of the sumps as seen
on ITV2’s Adrenaline Junkie. Needless to say, all of this would not have been possible
without the tremendous efforts of the EUSS who organised the entire trip (obviously).
They made sure we were well prepared, kept us all warm and well-fed, and most importantly, made sure that everyone was to have an excellent time (they groomed us with
all with alcohol basically).
Obviously I am still new to this strange community of cavers but I am grateful to
them for making my first proper caving experience a complete success, and for making
us the English breakfasts each morning. This is why I have gone to such great lengths to
try to win this crummy essay writing competition for them; just sense the passion in these
words, truly... the EUSS, are the most worthy club for attaining the stash of awesome
prizes in this category. After this weekend, I no longer consider myself to be one of those
golemns from The Descent; instead, I count myself as a proud member of the EUSS that
looks forth optimistically, to the year of cave-themed lolz that lies ahead, in spite of my
horrendous OCD.
Yours informally,
Matt ‘Iggins
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CHECC 2012
This year's CHECC was another epic adventure of awesome for EUSS.

It was the weekend of the 9th- 11th November, hosted at the Yoxter Ranges on the Mendips. This made a very nice change from Yorkshire for us southerners, but did mean that
we were missing a lot of Northerners.
The Yoxter Ranges were in the middle of nowhere, as any venue that will be hosting a lot
of cavers needs to be, but when we found the place turned out to be great for it, meaning: we all had beds and there was a lot of room for topless dancing. Sweet!
We arrived on Friday evening. Being one of the first groups there, immediately got down
to the drinking games and worked our way up to our fancy dress costume, Friday being
the traditional evening for that. This year we finally chose to go with Ben O'Leary's suggestion that has been consistently turned down for the better part of a decade: Zombie
Cheerleaders. I for one do not know why we haven't done this before... Cheerleaders?
Awesome. Zombies? Double awesome. Cross dressing and giant balloon fake boobs?
Triple awesome!
Friday night frivolities ensued! The Plyms turned up and we numbered them all, as they
don't have names. More drinking games, and we started getting to my favourite part of
every CHECC – the SCAVENGER HUNT! Woo! Each club provided with a list of tasks to
complete and take photo evidence of. This year these tasks included: find Jimmy Saville,
kiss Slug, a female of your club must kiss Ruth, find Aberystwyth's President, find Mr
Strong, a male in your club has to kiss Lloyd from Manchester, swap clothes with another
club member, retrieve a member of Cardiff's underwear (please don't ask me about that
one, I am scarred :( ) If I remember correctly we did very well in ticking off all the tasks!
Friday night mostly consists of the hunt, music and terrible dancing, trying to figure out
who every is under their costumes and socialising with other clubs . Other EUSS members can tell you some tales of Friday night, but I spent a lot of time doing that inter-club
liasing thing pretty well (though not as well as your esteemed now-President Paulo who
got VERY close to the lovely Lloyd...)
Saturday... As always the morning started with some very-keen-for-food-but-really-notkeen-to-get-out-of-bed getting out of bed and
finding of breakfast. After that everyone dispersed in various directions to nurse sore
heads, listen to a few lectures, and participate in various training such as the survey
training and competition, and some SRT
practice which I joined in with. We eventually
regrouped for dinner, and prepared for another night of *ahem* networking...
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Saturday night is initially games! As beer pong was being set up we realised that Tim &
Jim, who we believed had a shot at winning for us a 2nd year in a row, had not been seen
for a good 6 hours or so! Eventually they were found, and lost at the 2nd round... Oh well.
Plymouth lost their game of beer pong at a similar time, and so we had a friendly losers
match with them. (They were playing with a jager-whisky mix, or something similarly revolting. I don't think anyone really won there.)
We did better, however, with some other games! El Presidente Mr Jenkins and Mr Cameron Vear won the game of body traversing for us spectacularly, yay! We also took part in
all the rest, I believe... (Fuzzy memory problems, sorry!) The rest of the night consists of a
lot of table dancing, shouting at the DJ, drawing on everyone, avoiding the yellow hand of
Cardiff, questionable nudity and attempting to make friends with everyone... though when
you're writing on them about how your club is the best and profanities about everyone
else's, that doesn't always work. Of course, there's absolutely no loss of dignity, as a prerequisite of this event is that you leave that at home anyway.
Sunday begins very similarly to Saturday – attempts at breakfast, quiet inside voices, and
a fair amount of sniggering at the permanent marker remaining on some people's faces.
Following this, is the AGM – they catch you in the main room while you're eating breakfast. Here is the official business - there are speeches, committee position changes, and
this year some votes on some alterations of the constitution.
Then on to the awards! Annoyingly, by the time they got around to these announcements
I was so desperate to distract myself from my hangover that I was helping with the washing up in the kitchen and missed all the awesome :( BUT there was some serious awesome and you could have heard the cheers from miles away!
Here is our list of awesome:


Freshers Literacy Prize – won by Matt - awarded a modified Petzl Duo & a book.

 Newbie Photo Competition – won by Lucy - awarded an SRT harness + photo book of
awesome caves world wide + SRT Training DVD.
 Best Fancy Dress Club - Zombie Cheerleaders for the win - awarded 36 free nights at
TSG (Peak District) + Guides to the Peak District.


Survey Competition - Tim & Jim 1.06% off complete accuracy - Won a tackle sack +

 Body Traversing - Cameron & Jenkins - Around each other both ways in 16.16 seconds - 5 nights at Red Rose (Yorkshire)
 Scavenger Hunt - Ellen et al. - 10 Nights
at Wessex.


Ultimate Caving Club!

Well done guys, we are the best :D
Ellen
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Christmas Weekend to the BEC
14th – 16th December 2012
Saturday 15th December – Singing River Mine
Group: Lucy, Steven, Will, Lucy-Plym, Lydia, Lauren, John, Big Mike, me (I think!)
This was the 2012 EUSS Christmas trip and so was, as you would expect, a rather drunken weekend, hideously drunken in fact. However, I did manage to drag myself and my
accompanying hangover down Singing River in Shipham on the Saturday.
We rigged the entrance, which requires you to climb down a short fixed ladder before
switching to a wire ladder for the bulk of the climb. Once we were all down, we had a
quick chat about the complexity of the mine and the importance of staying together, before all scattering in different directions. The mine really is very maze-like, but we eventually all met up again and half of us climbed cautiously across the bold step and followed
the water to where it becomes, as far as I could tell from the lines, diver only. Back up
once again, with a helping pull from Big Mike, and we went across the plank to the lake.
The plank is ridiculous, and it’s only a matter of time before ti breaks and dumps someone down at the bottom of the hole. It had been raining quite heavily, and so the lake at
the end was very beautiful (although MUCH higher than in this picture). We ducked under
the low archway and were immediately about waist deep. It got to swimming depth after
about 3 steps, and filled the whole room. It was very pretty, until people started splashing
around! After a quick swim, we headed out before the hangovers became too much to
bear.
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Baker’s Pit Trip Report
Saturday 4th May 2013
A trip to see ‘all of Bakers’
Group: Will, Charlie, Mike and I (Flos).
Duration: About 2 and a half hours, I think.
Our plan was to go around all of Baker’s Pit, including Crystal Corridor and the end of the
streamway which I hadn’t seen before. We also planned to do the Plymouth Climb and
maybe have a look at the extensions if everyone made it up the climb. Charlie was also
determined to show that he was KEEN. He took exception to my suggestion that he wasn’t always keen or enthusiastic and has been desperately trying to prove me wrong!

We went in the usual route, past the cave pearls and went down Crystal Corridor which I
think should be renamed “exceptionally average corridor”. No crystals at all – very disappointing! Me, Mike and Charlie did the Cat Crawl which was fun – the climb down was interesting! It’s a climb up into a small tube that bends around to the left. Eventually, you
pop out basically where you were before but instead of being up a nice simple climb,
you’re 7ft up in the air, looking out of a slippery hole in the ceiling with no useful things to
climb down on. Big Mike stood on Will and Charlie to get down, I had the privilege of being lifted down (benefits of caving with your boyfriend!), while Charlie did some kind of
slow motion pirouette to the opposite wall and ended up kind of lying across the drop before collapsing onto Will and Mike. Very graceful.

We followed this up with a trip to the Green Lake, which was well received, and then went
off to Judge where we looked at the Plymouth Climb. I hadn’t been up in months but
made it with only a small amount of cursing. Our trip to Judge did involve going down the
Rock Of Terror (possibly not its real name), which is a largish overhanging rock that no
one else seems to find terrifying. Just me then.
Finally, we went past the Bridge of Death (again, possibly not the official name) and
climbed up into what Will claimed was the way to the alternate, disused entrance. It was
definitely getting colder and breezier as we got the sign about the hibernating bats but
eventually Mike and Charlie got keened out and went back to wait so we headed out.

Mike lead the way out (with a few…clues) the usual way up Dutch Oven and out! A very
good trip even if we didn’t do *quite* all of Bakers.
Oh, one final note. The next person of a male persuasion who repeatedly tells me to ‘man
up’ in a cave for absolutely no reason, I am going to kick in the balls and tell to ‘woman
up’ when they complain
17

Ogof Agen Allwedd 19th of January 2013-01-21: A trip to see
the courtesan.
Lucy Greenwood
We were due to leave for Whitewalls on the Friday of the 18 th of January but when looking at
the weather forecast we were presented with a rare red weather warning smack bang over
Whitewalls. So in the true swashbuckling spirit that is EUSS, the trip was swiftly cancelled.
In the club of EUSS there are a few intrepid souls who laugh in the face of a few snowflakes
and a little ice. As a result a small faction broke off from the main group and a selection of the
most manly cavers EUSS have; Ellen Cooper (SWCC), Lydia Brooker, Lucy Greenwood
(DSS & BEC) and Emma Finlinson, decided to brave the elements purely for the love of snow
& caving.
The journey went incredibly smoothly considering all the warnings of treacherous and hazardous conditions
being waved about. People were even finding the time to inform us how to survive if we got stranded in the
snow! As a result of all the panic across the country we had a clear and easy run all the way to Abergavenny with hardly another car in site. We always knew that our luck would run out as we approached the llangatock tram road so we were well prepared with snow shovels and hot tea. Slowly we edged our way towards the hut with Lucy whimpering in the back seat each time the car slipped slightly towards the cliff
edge. Our driver (Ellen) coped well with this constant distraction until we were 200 yards from the hut at
which point she over compensated in response to a squeal coming from the back seat and we ended up in
a ditch. Try as we might the car was not going to budge so we carried on to the hut in a Chelsea members
car until the boys from Plymouth Uni could come to our rescue with a
tow.
After much faffing with tow hitches, rope, grit and a very wet muddy ditch
the car emerged no worse for wear but alas the cavers were much
worse off and in need of refreshment and a change of clothes. We had
made it, against all the odds the Girly faction of EUSS had shown the
chaps how it was done...with only one minor tinsy winsy setback.
The Plymouth Uni boys were meant to go underground on arrival as they
were hoping to have a two night stay over in Daren but the lure of the
snow and the opportunity to go sledging with the Exeter girls was just
too much for them to resist. With promises of hard core caving the next
day the hut eventually fell silent at 5am the next morning.
Bleary eyed we said our goodbyes to the Plymouth lot who we were not expecting to see until the following
evening and headed off to Aggie to see the courtesan. Trudging though the deep snow towards the cave I
recalled how my previous trip to Aggie for the inner outer trip had been like a long walk underground with
not to many unpleasant surprises and so was expecting pretty much the same of this trip. We arrived at the
cave and were treated to the entrance series being filled with icicles that looked like stalactites and curtain
formations. It was a very odd yet somehow satisfying to walk though and having to break them to get into the cave, oh and
to
lick them!
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Upon reaching the junction turning into Southern
stream passage, I recalled someone telling me that
the passage can be a little stoopy at times so I decided to decant the large thermos of coffee from
my tackle sac and to leave any non essentials behind. I thank my lucky stars I did as southern
stream passage is far from a walk in the park. It
starts with a stoopy stream passage that quickly
turns into crawling through water and clambering
over and through sections of breakdown, we were
all very happy to have kneepads and less weight to
carry. Upon hitting the second inlet things slowed
considerably with sections getting tighter and more
awkward in what seems like a never ending trail of
misery with very few sections to vaguely sit or stand in. As we slowly edged towards the waterfall near the
end of southern stream passage the terrain lets up slightly, allowing you to straighten up and relive the tension built up in the neck. It took us 2 hours to get though this section of the cave but I have to admit it felt
like more. Yes, southern stream passage is a pain in the neck but we found ourselves calling it things that I
can’t repeat in this report.
We were looking forward to an easier section of the cave as the
survey showed the passage to be wider, this was true but it was not
any higher. Mostly hands and knees crawling took us to the entrance of isles inlet where the most exciting thing about it is the
change from mud and rock to a soft sandy floor. This final section is
the tightest with most sections a flat-out crawl over sandbags and
trough 90% tight sections. The very last section it is possible to
stand and walk to see the fine formations in the roof. Backtracking
slightly there is a small inlet
on the right hand side of the
passage from where we
came in. Saving the most
awkward
and
tightest
squeeze for last, the courtesan does not allow herself
to be seen lightly and you
have to pay with the last
scraps of energy you have
left to get a glimpse of her.
But what a sight she is!
Nestled away in her far corner of the cave, hidden to all
except the very determined,
she has to be the most stunning formation I am ever
likely to see. At times members of the group wanted to
turn back and others felt like
they would give up but we
all made it and all thought
that this final treat was
worth every last strain and
bruise.
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Our exit was filled with much of the same groaning and moaning as the journey into the cave but we were
now on the second half of our trip and on our way to freedom. We had left little treats for ourselves along
the way for us to collect on the way back. I can recommend this to keep up moral as we have never been
so happy to find the thermos of coffee waiting for us in main chamber.
Making it back to the cave entrance the temperature was dropping and with the wind picking up we were
not looking forward to our late night walk back to the hut in the snow. I was so happy to see the cave door,
knowing that at least on the walk back I would be able to stand upright with only sky above me. But wait!
The door was jammed! We knew we couldn’t be snowed in as we checked the weather! The door was clear
when we went into the cave so we couldn’t work out why the door would not open. With our call out fast
approaching we didn’t want to have to have a cave rescue in this weather as
most rescuers would have been snowed in elsewhere in Wales and would not
want to risk life and limb to come and get us. It was at this point we realised
we had been sabotaged and that someone had put snow in front of the door
as some kind of joke! Emma decided to lie in the entrance and kick the door
while Lydia slowly excavated the snow until we could open it ajar. What may
have seemed funny at the time could have turned out a lot worse and we were
not happy cavers when we got back to the hut to face the culprit!
This picture was later found on Facebook.
Fuel for a trip to Whitewalls - £20.
Convincing Lucy she's snowed into Aggy - Priceless!
Despite this we had all had a great trip of just over 9 hours and were happy to be back in the safe warm dry
surroundings of whitewalls. As were the team from
Plymouth who only managed to venture as far as
big chamber nowhere near the entrance in Daren
before making a hasty retreat, but that is a whole
other story that I don’t have time to go into.
The plans for the next day’s caving were called off

due to wanting to play in the snow. We made good use of
the slag heaps as sledging runs and made snow caves in
the snow drifts before heading back to Exeter.
Almost exactly where we had come a cropper before on
the tram road we decided that we liked being stuck in the
snow so found another ditch to plant the car for a while. As we were already now well trained for this situation we managed to get the car out and back on the road home in only 15 minutes! It symbolised the weekend of mishaps and adventure perfectly that were overcome by eternal optimism, sheer determination and
brute force and that all will turn out right in the end.
Special thanks to Lydia Brooker for the use of the images in this report. (I am not going to thank the culprit
for their image from facebook! So sue me :P)
Quote of the weekend goes to Emma Finlinson while sharing a broken shower with Lydia Brooker: I just
don’t understand! what are we doing standing in a cold wet room together in our pants while drinking tea!
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Quotes from the Red Book 2012-2013
The infamous redbook contains many memories of weekends away and socials EUSS
have throughout the year and so has great sentimental value. Below are just a few of the
gems within this past years redbook.
“Right, you get on me”
“Let me go down”
“Right, slowly.... Slowly Jesus!” - Rich to Jess

“She just took it out and went wwwwank!” - Paul

“Racism is OKAY!“ Yueli approves!
“Ohhhh, my finger’s stuck in the hole!”
“It’s not fat, it’s foliage” - Fat Paul talking about eating apple cores
“If in doubt, cut loose” - Advice for SRT
Goodbye cruel world! It is with few regrets that we must part after 22 years together.
Snuffing point came for me after several people accidently drowned Elizabeth II in my
drink. I was tipped over the edge however when she landed in my drink by my own hand!
My self loathing became uncontrollable and I knew I had to withdraw myself from touchcup.
From the ashes of that however springs new life. I am now pregnant with a cider baby
and I look forward to giving birth to her in the near future. - Rory

Paul and Jenks can’t sleep together, it’d be like velcro” - Jack
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Southern CHECC 2013
The first ever Southern CHECC took place at SWCC from the 1 st-3rd March 2013. Over
eighty cavers from seven universities squeezed into one building was always going to be
a force to be reckoned with and I think it is safe to say that the weekend was thoroughly
enjoyed by all involved! Members from Aberystwyth, Bristol, Cardiff, Exeter, Plymouth,
Reading and Southampton university caving clubs turned up in force for the weekend,
which was organised by the fantastic Lucy Greenwood.
The weekend was brilliantly planned
and executed with the perfect balance
between caving, training, education
and, naturally, lots of fun and games.
The diversity of these activities provided a great contrast to the shenanigans of annual CHECC and was a
fantastic opportunity to mingle with
other southern university clubs and
get to know other caving enthusiasts!
The Friday night was partied away in
style, with all sorts of questionable
drinking and caving games which
probably shouldn’t be probed into in
too much detail. On Saturday nearly
everyone either caved or took part in the SRT training. I had a play around in OFD1 and
had great fun traversing Airy Fairy with cowstails which were just that tiny bit too short. -Many other people took gentle ambles around OFD1, others went for trips in different
parts of the system whilst some opted for more of a challenge in other local caves, such
as Dan yr Ogof and Aggy. Lucy had laid out signs in OFD1 and provided surveys and instructions so those with less experience could do a simple round trip without (too much
of) a risk of getting lost. SWCC have an amazing new survey of the bottom of the cave on
display, which they are rightly very proud of, and many people found this really useful
On Saturday evening Lucy had arranged a series of
talks to educate us all about the importance of cave
conservation and the effects of our actions within caves.
These talks were done by Martin Freem and made a
real impact on many people’s awareness of the issue.
The atmosphere didn’t stay serious for too long though
as people were soon distracted by the great dinner provided and the games that ensued. The food throughout
the weekend was cooked by Ben and Dave and their
small army of volunteers. A very tasty pasta chilli was
cooked on the Saturday night which gave everyone
enough energy for a hard nights partying. The high
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points of the night included a dramatic interclub beer pong tournament as well as forfeit
Jenga (which resulted in a lot of clothes swapping and running around in the cold in varying states of clothed-ness). The final of the beer pong saw Cardiff vs. the ‘Cardiff underground navigational team’ and after a tense final the younger Cardiff team emerged triumphant.

Sunday caving was slightly more subdued due to the previous night’s antics but most
people at least had a short trip after yet another great breakfast! One of the main aims
of the weekend was to train Dan yr Ogof leaders and several people had the opportunity
to visit the cave with Hellie Brooke and Ian Alderman leading trips over the weekend.

Tony Seddon from Starless River was around over the whole weekend to sell all those
useful caving bits and bobs and this seemed to be a hit. The SWCC hut wardens were
wonderful and did far more clearing up after us all than they should have done, whoever
dealt with the violently overflowing cess pit on the Sunday morning definitely deserves a
massive thanks!
All in all, it was a fantastic weekend and thoroughly enjoyed by everyone! It was a brilliant
chance to get to know fellow cavers and pick up new skills whilst having a great time.
Everyone who contributed to the organisation and running did a brilliant job and I personally can’t wait for Southern CHECC 2014!
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Slovenia Summer Trip 2013
This year saw 12 adventurous members of the club go to Slovenia and Croatia for the annual caving summer trip. After meeting at Gatwick airport on the morning of the 11th
June, we winged our way out to Zagreb. Paul provided the entertaining literature by sharing out his copy of nuts, which he read with unwavering attention for the first few days of
the holiday.
After collecting our amazing Chevrolet Aveos and Jack’s far superior Citroen C4, we
headed off to Speleocamp in Laze, across the boarder in Slovenia. This lead to some
racing down the motorways, which resulted in the Citroen showing it’s superior engine
capacity and the yellow peril getting left behind. However, due to Rory’s car getting lost in
Laze, the yellow peril managed to sneak in to the hut in a close second, while a very
boozy Emma and Ange appeared soon after in Rory’s car.
Speleocamp was a great little caving hut, with a basketball hoop outside, a trampoline,
and a football pitch down the side, with an outdoor undercover BBQ area and a camp site
near by.
The next morning saw us head off to Planina for some shopping to a tiny supermarket,
where we found enough food to last us the day, but decided that heading to Logatec for
our next days food, and a larger supermarket, was worth the trip. After fueling ourselves
with food, we set off on a cave walk , to establish the locations of all the caves we might
want to stumble down over the next few days. This, of course, invoked the rule “suns out,
guns out”.

The girls swarm to Pauls sexy body
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After a late evening spent in what was from then on dubbed the “booze hut”, the Thursday saw us heading down some of the caves that were scouted out earlier. One group
decided to go around some of the smaller caves and
knock up a few trips in the day, including going down
vranja jama a cave with such a large entrance, that some
clouds got stuck inside the opening. This cave also contained a very muddy slope, going down to a pool full of
proteus or “human fish”, an animal only found in Slovenian
caves. A through trip was possible for this cave, taking
A Proteus
you out into another lush valley on the other side.
The rest of us went to Jama Na Meji, which has a 50m entrance pitch, through a hole 6m
in diameter. However, we took the cave description in the book too seriously, and only
took a 50m rope as was suggested. However, that suggestion was only if you didn’t back
the rope up off anything else. Big Mike therefore had to wait on a ledge half way down the
pitch, while Jo ran back to the car to get another rope so we could finish off the pitch to
the floor. This was a stunning entrance pitch though, with a small but pretty cave below.
After doing this cave, these explorers then followed the route the others took around
some of the other small caves in the area, but missing out the last cave they explored,
which supposedly contained a sporting round trip.

Jama Na Meji Entrance Pitch
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The next day saw some
more “touristy” trips.
Planinska Jama was the first
of these which included rafting in the largest underground confluence in the
world. It also saw a bit of unplanned white water rafting in
the largest underground confluence in the world as the
laddingy pushed off too close
to the rapids behind, and despite some very solid in time
power paddling, were sucked
backwards into the rapids.
While the others paddled off and left this heroic boat to it’s fate, they managed to pull together as a team, and after some silly and dangerous antics, managed to get the boat
out of it’s half sunk position, and onto the bank, so that it could be taken further up steam
and relaunched away from the danger zone. This was followed by some very pretty passages and chambers that had to be then accessed by foot once upstream. More proteus
were also seen swimming around at the edges of the confluence.
After this was a trip down
Postonja Jama, a cave
which very uniquely contains a train to get you to
the very impressive central chambers. Although
this is a proper tourist
cave, it is well worth a visit
as it contains some spectacular formations, in such
high quantities as to
cause many members of
our party to “lose their
shit”. It also contains not
only toilets, but also a
shop, within the cave,
where Emma and Yueli could not resist buying their very own proteus’ to take home.
This day ended with many people receiving their university results, and much celebrating
or commiserating happened, but it turned into a very boozy evening, which involved
many interesting rules being introduced into ring of fire, including having to apologise to
Rory in the form of interpretive dance for any drinking offence.
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The last day of caving at Speleocamp saw 2 trips, one to Machovica Jama, and the others to an interesting multi-pitch cave which included discovering a sculpture of mud, depicting a naked, pregnant lady with a hole cut into her womb to show the baby within, who
was protected by a sculpted caving helmet. Who says cavers can’t also be talented as
well?

And this saw the end of our time at Speleocamp, to be followed by the drive up to Klavze,
which was an event in it’s own right, but will be saved for the next addition of the story.
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Slovenia
When I think back to our big summer trip what is it I remember? Sun (lots of it), slovenian
beer, pool wrestling, kayaking, drinking, the Yellow Peril (our beloved car), rock climbing,
bird’s views, more beer, pool jets, naked people, lots of drinks, canyons, and there’s definitely something else… ah yes, the caves. In all honesty we may call ourselves a speleogy society but let’s face it, we’re up for any adventure.
So, to keep appearances up we bunked in the Speleocamp in Laze (nearish Ljubljana) for
the first four days during which time we explored some pretty amazing caves. A personal
favourite was Vranja Jama which boasts the most impressive cave entrance I’ve ever
seen. Think scrambling through foliage, discover massive rock face, realise there’s a
massive hole in massive rock face, stumble/slide/trip your way into the massive open
chamber-like-thing which is so cold in winter months that it traps clouds. That’s right,
clouds in caves. That’s Slovenia for you! A section of this cave also hosts the world’s funnest mud slide involving a steep slope at least two feet deep of stinking squelching mud.
Of course being the typical trogdalytes that we are, we gleefully threw ourselves down,
managing to come to a squelchy halt just before the edge of a tiny green lake which held
Proteus – a cave animal found only in Slovenia, Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina. It
was only after we finished admiring the cute little things that we realised the size of the
task ahead of us. Sheer will-power and the determination not to die down there are the
only reasons I managed to crawl, slip and slide my way back up the slope and out of that
cave and am actually here today writing this.
Perhaps because of this, we decided to take a break from being our usual hard-core,
squeeze-through-this, duck-under-that cavers and visit the world famous show caves:
Postojnska Jama. To be perfectly honest we almost felt like we were cheating a bit as we
sat on the open train which whisked us through chamber after chamber of the most incredible formations I have ever seen. Every single surface you could see was covered in
stalactites, columns, spaghetti (straws), stalagmites, curtains, red, yellow or white in colour. Despite the tourism (which we really weren’t used to) it was a phenomenal cave.
The next part of the trip was spent in a luxurious villa in the small village of Klavže, which
we managed to find only with much difficulty (and a quick dip by Emma in someone else’s
pool which we had mistaken as our own). From now on there were no more caves but I
just want to mention a few of my favourite moments. We kayaked our way down the river
Soča, paraglided above Tolmin (and the world), experienced our first canyoning adventure, climbed the rock face high above Podmelec valley not to mention wrestling in the
pool, almost nightly skinny dipping, heartfelt love ballad performances (ahem, Big-Mike),
unexpected Gladynska caving adventures by only the bravest souls but I feel I’ve gone on
long enough. All I can say is the summer trip is not one to be missed, cue cheesy ending:
I feel Slovenia.

Jo Maimaris
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Jenkska Jama
Elevation - 122 m
Length - 15 m
Depth - 45 m
Equipment Required:
SRT Kit
60 m rope
10 m Handline
*A small admission fee is required

The cave entrance is situated along a path of dense overgrown bushes making it difficult
to find. Rig to the bolts provided (these may have been removed for financial reasons!)
The average yet unforgiving pitch leads to the first chamber; a fierce draft can be felt emanating from the continuing cave passage. As the pitch comes to an end a moist wall of
cold air can be felt. A small narrow crawl is the way on leading to a small chamber. Finally complete the small challenging climb (handline advised) down to the final chamber.
The end chamber is small in size with little formations. The only formations worth viewing
are in the corner, an extremely small number of proteus have been seen in the terminal
sump. The sump has been dived for a perilous 5 m. Overall a very disappointing cave
and note up to the standard of the area.
Note: On approach avoid the snakes and insects that reside in surrounding vegetation.
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Paulmillen Birthday Weekend
Last weekend a large group of cavers gathered at an infamous caving hut in the Mendips
to celebrate three of their birthdays. My intention was to bring you an adventurous tale of
my resultant trip through a cave and a climb up Cheddar Gorge. Unfortunately, I did neither of these. Instead of caving I went to eat free cheese samples in Cheddar with some
other lazy people and then, feeling like I really should have some form of adventure, sallied forth on my own for a walk around the Mendips. But there wasn’t actually much adventure to this walk. In a roundabout sort of way I found the ‘six barrows’ I was looking
for, ran up and down all 6 of them, and then, in a roundabout sort of way, found my way
back to the hut. Instead of climbing the next day I went to the pub.
So, this leaves me with our caving hut adventures. I arrived at around 11pm, under a
shooting star, on the Friday night with a fellow caver and was immediately embraced by a
rowdy group of fellow speleologists (minus the one already in bed). The first thing I did
was watch my pizza delivery cap disappear on its own mini adventure and make a silent
prayer that we would be reunited two days later. The rest of the night ran its course as a
typical night does with cavers.
It was Saturday night that the birthdays were truly celebrated. But on top of the Exeter
and Plymouth Uni clubs there were also members of The Belfry partying. These are a
bunch of cavers ranging from people in their twenties to people the other side of sixty. These people are absolute nutters. If you think a game of touch cup can get out of
hand at Uni, imagine having bum cup introduced to you by a ferocious woman over twice
the age of an average student. Having said that, the night could not have happened
quite the way it did had it not been for the unique mix of partying students and Belfry nutcases. In the simplest sense, it allowed the progression of a few relationships across
questionable age gaps. The Belfry ladies seemed quite taken by some of our strapping
Exeter youths. Of course, this blog mentions no names.
So, look at the night through my eyes and you see men taking it in turns to wear a wedding dress of uncertain origins. You see a ruined 19 year old having strawpedoed three
bottles of wine in an impressive traffic light challenge. You see figures dancing on the
table. You see spaghetti wars. You see pizza covered in chocolate spread. You watch
people entangling themselves in broomsticks and ladders. You realise some sneaky person has managed to cover everyone in permanent marker hearts. You see the person
you always considered relatively sane gleefully occupying the changing room and firing
violent jets of water at everyone in sight. You are apparently seen suspiciously emerging from behind a skip with only CCTV footage that will ever be able to reveal what you
were doing there. You eat a caramel cupcake loaded with hot sauce. People reveal
more flesh than you would like them to. You marry one of the wedding dress men. You
watch as the relationship of the questionable age gap blossoms and then slowly deteriorates from “we need to talk” to its bitter end as our 19 year old representative simply
“wouldn’t listen.”
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Overall this was a night that can only really be explained by photos and possible CCTV
footage. A night that has its extent revealed when you walk into the carnage of the main
room the following morning. This is when you go to find breakfast and tiptoe across the
shattered glass-strewn floor in bare feet as you don’t remember the last time you saw
your shoes and have only found one which is now somehow soaking wet. This is when
you are standing to eat your breakfast as all sofa cushions experienced a mass upheaval
the night before when building a tower up to the roof on top of a sleeping person. Here
you wonder why Christmas decorations have managed to colonise the area in the middle
of summer and how there is enough dry spaghetti in a packet to carpet the entire floor of
a room. Here you see the tell-tale faces of your fellow party endurers buried behind cups
of tea while wondering how to use a broken dustpan to sweep up the glass and spaghetti. Here you make a prayer of thanks that the axe for chopping firewood is still lodged in
its tree stump and that the big saw on the wall is still there and was not introduced into
the melee by the silent drunk you’d noticed running his fingers along it the night before. But here you realise it was just another night in the Belfry. Maybe we should be
thankful this time. It could have been Christmas. We could have been lost in a cloud of
white soapy foam and there could have been an array of yellow arse prints on the ceiling. Then again it could also have been CHECC…

Frances Warren
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DCRO - Devon Cave Rescue Organisation
Devon Cave Rescue Organisation (DCRO) is a local group consisting of volunteer members of local cavers. They have been running for years now and their aim is to help anyone who may encounter any difficulty whilst caving. They also offer assistance to any other rescue organisation that may require it and the local police if needed.
They hold training once a month in a variety of areas and welcome all cavers to attend.
We have made every effort to encourage members of EUSS to attend as it is a great opportunity to learn valuable skills that may come in handy some day!

Bakers Pit – Rigging
This evening was centred around improving and developing every ones rigging skills.
From beginner to experienced. We sent several members along from beginner to intermediate to join in.
Everyone was split in to groups accordingly with some learning how to tie knots and rig
off of a rock to practice a scenario in which an exhausted caver needed a hand line to pull
themselves up a slope.
Another group broke out the tripod system at the 14m entrance pit in order to learn how to
set up and use the equipment in the event of a rescue. Valuable skills were learnt all
round that could be put into practice not just in the event of a rescue but in any other caving involving rigging.

Buckfastleigh Fire Station – Radio Training
On occasion, when appropriate , practice takes place at Buckfastleigh Fire Station where
DCRO stores all of their kit. This evenings training was centred around radio use and
communication skills. Given not many of us were familiar with official radio protocol we
decided to go along and learn a few things.
We split into small groups of 2-3 each group issued with a radio. Initially we stayed in the
proximity of the station learning and practicing the proper voice commands for transmissions as well as getting to grips with the phonetic alphabet.
Soon after that each group was given a starting position by “Zero” and off everyone went.
Then, via radio communication using the proper voice commands, “Zero” communicated
with each group to lead them round town stopping at different points along the way. Just
to see if everyone had remembered the phonetic alphabet each team member was required to relay their name phonetically back to “Zero” along the way.
The main lesson I learn was probably the importance of knowing when to keep the line
clear and when to broadcast as the radio could get very garbled and busy with too many
people trying to talk to each other at the same time.
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Chivenor – HelicopterTraining
On the 20th October 12 lucky
members of DCRO made the
trip up to North Devon to Royal Marine Base Chivenor to
learn a bit more about helicopter rescue team and for a
familiarisation flight.
After turning up at 10.30am,
we congregated in the
presentation room for a brief
presentation and a brief on
the familiarisation flight soon
to follow. We met our pilot
who looked exactly like the
guy in Top Gun, when he had
the helmet on anyway. At this point we split into two groups as we couldn’t all fit in the
Sea King at once. Waiting patiently being in the second group, we watched as the first lot
approached the helicopters in pairs ready to be winched up into the helicopter. You
wouldn’t believe how much you have to lean forward and power your way towards the
helicopter, lets just say it’s a little windy.
Once on board though off we went heading to the coast. With the doors open and the sun
shining, we flew down the coast over the beaches waving at the sunbathers down below.
Everyone thoroughly enjoyed themselves and learnt a lot. This training was deemed important in the event that DCRO have to perform a rescue in which they either have to get
a helicopter to the site to save time, or if a casualty needed to be air lifted. It was purely
for familiarisation and educational purposes.
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Committee and AGM
A big thanks to last years’ committee for all that they did.. At the end of second term however, we held an AGM. Each person running for a position gave a speech and votes were
cast. Some positions were very close with only one vote in it but you can see below what
the results were. The new committee started in traditional fashion by beating the old committee in a boat race and making a quick trip down into the storm drains under campus.
Old Committee

New Committee
Andrew Jenkins

Paul Brown

President

President

Graduated

3rd year Biological and
Medicinal Chemistry
BSc

Masters Mathematics
Charlie O’Mahoney

Angelique McBride

Treasurer

Treasurer

4th year MEng

3rd year Geography

Paul Brown

Emma Finlinson

Secretary

Secretary

3rd year Biological and Medicinal Chemistry BSc

2nd year Anthropology
and Middle Eastern
Studies

Lucy Greenwood

Lydia Brooker

Tackle Mistress

Tackle Mistress

Masters Archaeology

4th year MEng

Lydia Brooker

Lucy Greenwood

Publicity Officer

Publicity Officer

4th year MEng

Masters Archaeology

Emma Finlinson

Milo Baraclough

Social Secretary

Social Secretary

2nd year Anthropology and
Middle Eastern Studies

2nd year Physics
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Organising Trips: Useful Information
Mendip:
Belfry: (Bristol Exploration Club)
Website: http://www.bec-cave.org.uk/
Address: The Belfry, Wells Road, Priddy, Somerset, BA5 3AU Phone: 01749 672 126
Cost:
£2.50 per night for members
£4.00 per night for EUSS members.
Call-out procedure: Write trip information on Blackboard in Living Room. Cave Rescue will be called when
a group is Late.
Mendip Caving Group (MCG)
Website: http://www.mendipcavinggroup.org.uk/index.html
Address: Nordrach Cottage, Charterhouse on Mendip, Blagdon, Bristol, BS40 7XW
Phone: 01761462797 Space for up to 30 people
Cost:
£2.50 per night for members
£5.00 per night for guests.
Call-out procedure: Trip written on ticket and placed on board in living room. Cave Rescue will be called
when a group is late.
Wessex Cave Club (WCC)
Website: http://www.wessex-cave-club.org/index.htm
Address: Wessex Cave Club, Upper Pitts, Eastwater Lane, Priddy, Somerset, BA5 3AX ~ Phone:01749
870278
Cost:
Special Rates For University Caving Clubs and under 25s! £3.50 / night (university student) Special Rates
for Larger Groups - One person stays free for every ten people booked in. Normal Rates £2.50 / night
(members) £5.00 / night (guests)
Call-out procedure: Write trip information on blackboard in living room. Cave Rescue will be called when a
group is late.
Wales:
South Wales Caving Club (SWCC)
Website: http://www.swcc.org.uk/
Address: 1-10 Powell St, Penwyllt, Pen-y-Cae, Swansea SA9 1GQ
Phone: 01639 730 613
Cost:
£6.00/night guests booked in advance.
Call out procedure: Fill out ticket with full names of all members of trip to get key, then place second ticket
on call out board.
Croydon Hut
Website: http://croydoncavingclub.wordpress.com/
Address: The Hut is situated in the village of Ystradfellte between Abadare and Brecon.
Phone: 020-8995-3219 (Evenings)
Cost:
£4.00/nightGuests

Contributors: Paul Brown, Andrew Jenkins, Lucy Greenwood, Matt Higgins, Milo Baraclough, Charlie O-Mahoney,, Jo Maimaris, Florence Crowther-Smith, Ellen Cooper,
Frances Warren and a huge thank you to those who stayed around for the year and contributed to the redbook.
Compiled and edited by Lydia Brooker
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